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Kingfisher
Inspired by a February picnic, sitting

Welcome to my collection of beautifully
designed and individually hand painted
silk scarves. My scarves are inspired by
the beauty of nature, the drama of our
landscapes and the wildness of our seas.
I am excited to share my creations with
you, they come from the heart.
My scarves are all luxurious, fabulous silk,
and I use the best French silk dyes. There
are no prints or silk screens, just my paint
brush to create your own, personal and
unique scarf to love.

shivering on the cliffs, watching this
amazing little jewel of a bird. The rivers
were freezing over, so it came and gave
us a wonderful display whilst gathering it’s
food in the coastal rock pools. The thrilling
display of it’s fabulous electric colours made
me rush home and create this scarf. We
also saw a seal that day, which was really
exciting, but probably not an exciting scarf!
THE NATURAL
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The Nature Collection

Small Kingfisher (25x150cm approx)
100% Ponge 5mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Medium Kingfisher (45x180cm approx)
100% Ponge 5mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Lusciously Large Kingfisher (90x180cm approx)
100% Ponge 5mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Square Kingfisher (55x55cm)
100% Ponge 5mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Hand wash in cool water
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Everyone loves seahorses, they are

Inspired by the roar of the waves crashing

gorgeous little creatures and their body

into shore and the surfers clinging on for

structure is fascinating and magical. I

dear life.

have added the beautiful golden ratio
shapes of the ammonites to make this

100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf

been a recent sighting of seahorses

Medium Wild Surf (27x150cm)

near to where I live which makes it all so

100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf

exciting I might have to jump in.

Large Wild Surf (35x180cm)

blues this is a fun scarf to really love
THE NATURAL

Small Wild Surf (20x135cm)

a scarf as pretty as a picture. There has

Painted in fabulous rich sea greens and
wearing.might have to jump in.
Painted in fabulous rich sea greens and
blues this is a fun scarf to really love
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Wild Surf

100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Square Wild Surf (88x88cm)
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Seahorses

100% Habotai 8mm Silk
Hand wash in cool water

wearing.
Medium Seahorses (27x150cm approx)
100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Large Seahorses (35x180cm approx)
100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Handwash in cool water
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Magnolias
Delicate beautiful blossoms hand painted

My celebration of the fleeting beauty of
these wonderful gifts of flowers that are
given to us (and bees). These amazing
delights of colour and scent are there
for us to marvel at and to bring joy into
our lives. The more love and care that
we lavish on them, the better they thrive,
just like us.

on to exquisite silk satin. Full of romance
and the sensuality that tactile silk has, a
little like Cathy meeting Heathcliffe, or the
joy of eating chocolate. To make you feel
so exquisite when you wear it because
actually, you already are.
Magnolias (150x60cm approx)
100% 12mm Silk Satin Hand Painted Scarf
Hand wash in cool water

THE FLOWER
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The Flower Collection
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Poppies fill us with emotion. They are

I recently exhibited my Silk Art at the

exquisite little flowers in their own right

Royal Horticultural Societies, Open Art

as they dance gently in the breeze. Their

Exhibition. In June I attended their Rose

symbolic references stir basic human

Event, where I demonstrated some of my

emotions in us such as gratitude and

creative processes.

pride, and I think they are beautiful

The sun was shining, the birds were

emotions to honour. Thank you to my

singing and the intense perfume of

Grandad who was at Dunkirk and to all

delicious roses filled the air. The roses

the beautiful young men and women

were exquisite and had to be captured

who shaped our world, from both sides.

in all their glory. Using resist and

I am happy to paint the background to

watercolour techniques on sensation silk

these lovely red poppies in any colour

satin, these scarves are the epitome of

you want. Now how about that for a

beauty and elegance, just like the roses

bespoke service.

that inspired them. My Homage to Charles

Medium Poppies (25x150cm)
100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Large Poppies (35x180cm)
100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Handwash in cool water
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Roses
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Poppies

Rennie Macintosh.
Medium Roses (27x150cm)
Silk Satin 12mm Hand Painted Scarf
Large Roses (35x180cm approx)
Silk Satin 12mm Hand Painted Scarf
Hand wash in cool water
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Riverside Walk
I am proud to have built up a great

The sea breeze in your hair, the aweinspiring skies, the excitement of hearing
the rivers roaring off to the sea is the
essence of the silkscapes. Being there,
experiencing the now, and feeling so
grateful to be a part of it all. Designed
as Wearable Art, this collection is where
I offer you works of art to elevate your
wardrobe into something totally different
and special. You never need to worry
about turning up dressed the same as
anyone else.

working relationship with my local
National Trust. They have commissioned
me to create some fabulous scarves to
represent some of their areas and to
support the vital role they have to play in
shaping our great Outdoors.
Riverside walk is inspired by a walk down
by the river at the bottom of the valley
which leads out to the beach and an old
limekiln. The trees appear to grow out
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The Silkscapes Collection

of the river as the water rushes through
the ice age rocks and boulders on its way
to the sea. I love the feeling of the wind
in my hair and the sounds of the water
crashing by and have tried to convey the
coursing energy you feel, when in tune
with nature.
Medium Riverside Walk (25x150cm)
100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Large Riverside Walk (35x182cm)
100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Handwash in cool water

Commissioned by
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Living in Devon, I am lucky to be able

Walking on the Moors is so exhilarating.

to spend time watching the tides roll

That feeling of leaving it all behind you as

in and out. Sometimes a gentle kiss

you venture out into the elements and

of water to smooth away the wrinkles

get upclose and personal with the world.

and sometimes a thunderous wall of

On one occasion, not knowing my left

water, bringing rocks and boulders and

from right brought a whole new level of

depositing them on the shoreline, ready

unexpected exhilaration as I realised we

to be smoothed away again by the next

were lost (again!). Every cloud has a silver

tide. Like life really.

lining and I was lucky enough to witness
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Medium Seascape (25x150cm approx)
100% Ponge 5mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Large Seascape (35x180cm approx)
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Lost on the Moors

this fabulous sunset over the wind bent
trees on the moor, just before I found

THE SILKSCAPES
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Seascape

myself and averted an embarrassing
rescue mission.

100% Ponge 5mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Handwash in cool water

Medium Lost on the Moors (27x150cm)
100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Large Lost on the Moors (35x182cm)
100% Habotai 8mm Silk Hand Painted Scarf
Hand wash in cool water
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Think of the
exquisite styles
and fashions
through the ages,
the allure, the
charisma and the
excitement of a
woman looking
captivating and
feeling at her
most confident.
Drape this
shawl over your
shoulders and
you will feel the
power of your
own radiance. As
Audrey Hepburn
said “When I wear
a silk scarf I never
feel so definitely
like a woman, a
beautiful woman”

Think of the exquisite styles and fashions
through the ages, the allure, the charisma

CLASSIC LUXURY SHAWL

CLASSIC LUXURY SHAWL

Classic
Luxury Shawl

and the excitement of a woman looking
captivating and feeling at her most
confident. Drape this shawl over your
shoulders and you will feel the power of
your own radiance. As Audrey Hepburn
said “When I wear a silk scarf I never feel so
definitely like a woman, a beautiful woman”
Also a bespoke colour mixing
service available.
Classic Luxury Shawl
(56cms x 2.28meters - 2’x8’)
100% Silk Charmeuse 19.5mm Hand Painted Shawl
Hand wash in cool water

Moonlight

Peacock

Crushed
Damson

Midnight
Black

Midnight
Blue
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